
A reading program that really works 
and is easy to use!

Reading and Spelling Pure & Simple provides all of the tools necessary to coach 
students into becoming successful, lifelong readers and spellers.  The key to becoming a reader 
is learning the 48 sound patterns of the English alphabet.  This book teaches these patterns and 
provides the instructions and practice opportunities to really learn them.  This book also builds 
the essential skills of comprehension and spelling.
 
The 90 lessons presented here are designed for one-on-one instruction but can be used with 
small reading groups.  Students who struggle in reading due to instructional gaps, guess habits, 
dyslexia, ADHD, autism, or ESL tend to achieve success with this curriculum.  College-bound 
students can use the program to resolve reading and spelling problems before beginning college 
classes.  The teaching methods are straightforward, systematic, sequential, and research-based.  
Reading concepts are clearly explained, and teacher preparation is minimal.  Any person who is 
literate can teach or tutor using this book.
  
“I have been in education for more than 25 years and have worked with numerous struggling readers, 
using a lot of reading curricula.  This reading program is by far the best and simplest of any I have found.  
Mrs. Cauley explains HOW to teach reading, then sets out carefully crafted lessons that really work!  Her 
teaching tips and insights have made me a much more effective teacher.”  — Deehona Minton, Midland, TX

“This material would be an excellent 
addition to any RTI program.”
             — Beth Williamson, Reading Interventionist,                                                                                       
                                                               Liberty Hill ISD, TX

“Why don’t all the other teachers use 
these lessons?!”
            — 5th grader whose SRI reading score jumped
                               921 points after he completed 51 lessons

“It’s simple, but it’s not dumbed down.”
                                                   — Adult learner, Big Spring, TX

DEEDE HINCKLEY CAULEY, M.Ed., LPC, LMFT,
is the  founder and president of The Real Reading Company,
Big Spring, Texas.  She has been a highly successful reading
instructor for nearly 30 years and teaches reading workshops for 
parents, teachers, school districts, and literacy centers.
 
www.realreading.com          

BAR CODE

$48.00 US
$54.00 CAN

Includes Progress Monitoring Table!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

This book provides a guided tour  

into the world of literacy. 

 
A teaching background or in-depth  

knowledge of phonics or pattern-based  

reading instruction is not required  

before you begin.  Everything you need  

to know is provided here.    

 
Relax!  You and your student  

will succeed on this journey. 
 
 
 

 
 
 




